Now a day's cloud computing became an attractive area of research and practices over the last few years. An increased number of private and public sector organizations have either adopted cloud company based solutions or seriously consider moving to cloud computing. In this paper we initiated a project designing and setting up a private cloud infrastructure in an academic environment. The objective of this research paper is find alternatives to the use of IT, while leading universities to improve power consumption, energy and obtain cost savings. Public cloud computing has potential to reduce information and communication technology costs by virtualized capital assets such as disk storage but in case of private cloud, university should consider private cloud deployment models to realize scale on demand, rapid platform deployment. Use of cloud computing an university has many benefits such as research projects, files, databases and tools for faculty, staffs and students in the university. It reduces university IT complexity and cost.
INTRODUCTION
Higher education is one of the pillars of society development. The partnership between universities, industries and governments and students have proved contribution to society and transferred the entire economy of the world (lozowsk et al 2008). The major factor in promoting cloud computing has been recognition that large data centers have thousand of servers that generally do not operate on full capacity. By using these resources more efficiently through virtualization. Cloud computing enables greater returns on data center investments and it makes it possible for a university to create its private cloud within its infrastructure. Small business and academics in university are not aware of benefits and characteristics and cost of cloud computing. Google has designed Google Apps. For educational usage and IBM launched IBM cloud academy that provides a forum for researchers, IT professionals and educators. According ( Golden,2010) at this newest universities are confronting within dramatic increase of costs in higher education more than inflation rate and decrease of finding some alternatives means of reaching their purpose. Within present economical context, the use of cloud computing be necessary not a option for many universities. These aspects due to many factors such as cost increase the pressure of income increase student success and institution performance. IT industry, coupled with the significant benefits that cloud computing promises to deliver to believe that cloud computing will be widely used in higher education, at time they understands the features of higher education IT requires a careful evaluation how and when adopt cloud computing and makes it possible to create our own create a private cloud for Academic institution. In this paper we will show prototype cloud architecture for university and implementation of private cloud computing approach.
Problems for cloud computing in universities:
 During off seasons of academics and universities, it's totally wastage of hardware, power management and cooling resources and implementation enable universities to build a solution once and then use that solution many times. This lower costs, increase reliability and reduces times to implementation.

Cost/benefits ratio achieved depend on many unique factors and will vary significantly.
 Security of data which is used by students and faculties in research development.
Challenges for building a private cloud for university purpose:
 Build a private cloud environment to refurbish the university information siles.
Achieved improved system while reducing the costs required revamping the existing systems.
Reduce the complexity of student ID management for university students.
Solution of these challenges:
University built its own internal cloud running on blade servers and virtualization software. This has enabled university to provide enhanced services for all students and graduates. This new cloud computing environment will be constructed inside the third party data centre which is equipped with highest levels of security and disaster resiliency. With the implementation of ID management System University can assign a totally unique life ID to each individual student. This improves management efficiency, enabling university to provide better student services and enhanced career support is perfect to each students needs.
Demands in complex environment for university:
1. University are facing a lot of challenges to their management of students, classes and faculties where lots of collaboration between them.
2. Deploying applications and web based student services at rapidly accelerating rate without increase the budget of software and hardware.
3. Reducing the capital expenditure and operational expenditure while maintaining the highest level of security and privacy.
4. Competing among other universities, many of which attempt to differentiate themselves in the market based on the services that they offer to students.
5. Security is a special issue for institutions of higher education where students and faculty are pursuing research. A secure and reliable networking infrastructure is therefore the flat out requester.
Private cloud based systems appeared to the best option to meet university objectives
Goals for developing private cloud for university:
1. To deliver high quality, consistent services.
2. To ensure a stable systems for students.
3. To reduce associated costs.
High levels of new and upgraded services in university
 Improvements in library management System University can manage all the books in its libraries easier and more efficiently than ever.
 University to provide student, graduates, faculty and even local communication members with access to a database offering wide variety of academic resource.
Approaches and steps for creating a private cloud for universities:
private cloud basically ,it is cloud infrastructure setup, managed and upgraded by an organization or community for their own use. e.g. eucalyptus, openNebula, openStack steps for creating a private cloud:
a. Adapt machine virtualization strategy b. Profile application compute, memory and storage usage and performance requirements.
c. Design a virtual machine consultancy.
d. Accounting and recharge policies adapted to self services.
e. Architect a deployment and deploy a private cloud.
why private cloud for university:
1. The need of processing large data volumes.
2. The need to conserve power by optimizing server utilization.
3. Analyzing large amounts of data or set results.
4. Many different research projects in the organization. private clouds for universities are internal to organization and hence it provides security, better control on usage cost and pricing model. private clouds are not used for large organization but it also now used for universities which have few services . An Universitylike Lovely Professional University, India can benefit significantly from private cloud infrastructure to services its IT, research and teaching requirements. in this paper we showed with selecting a private cloud infrastructure which has 45000 students, 2000 faculties and more than 2000 work stations and around 50 server grade machines to manage our IT infrastructure. LPU has many different labs and server rooms scattered across the campus. our aim to consolidate this infrastructure by setting up a private cloud and provides VM to run their workloads. this can reduce hardware, power and management costs. Implementation result for private cloud for university purposes:
1. Based on cost structure: costs are varies with its type( class). in the previous work which is done by WIKIBON are as follows:
class 1-development , small scale app., database servers.
class 2-small data warehousing, medium small scale up, data marts.
class 3-large scale DB servers, large scale messaging class 4-large scale app. running highest level of security.
following diagram will show a cost comparison of class 3 application of an organization with greater than $1 in revenue of budget. We derived a new propose approach for creation of private cloud for academic purposes .The result of implementing a private cloud will proof that universities can reduce their power, energy and space constraints and can manage their records of students for a long time in their cloud. Universities can also use other benefits like educational system, research tools for faculty and students based on demand. Universities can also reduce their expenditure cost by decreasing their demand for licensed software. 
Cost comparison over 3 years:
This comparison is based upon assumption of course.
There are various factors that would go into implementation for discussion purposes. For the purposes of cloud computing for university assumptions are following:
For public cloud:
 Assumed all instances of public or private cloud server usage can be active 24*7.
 For calculate public cloud using 20 extra large CPU classes, 30 small CPU classes and 60 large CPU classes.
 For initial purpose we take a scenario of 250 virtual server systems.
For private cloud:
 Included a silver level support  Included all needed servers, storages, switching and software infrastructure which comes on private cloud scenario.

It also includes cost for racks, power and space at a co-located data center facility in the private cloud scenario.
Public cloud:
Private cloud Purchase:
Private cloud lease:
A prototype architecture for university purpose:
in this section we suggested a architecture scenario to using a cloud computing for university purpose. every day research and educational needs of universities changes the technology. for example, some applications, programming language, and courses in computer education & industrial development also needs. as a result , new software causes new hardware costs, students uses both the software and development platforms 
Conclusion and future scenario
university achieves rapid disaster recovery , stable system operates and significant energy savings. the private cloud deployment at university has already delivered many advantages to the university without having invest a large amount of money, we can now use powerful, industry leading features and functionality that enables us to be more responsive to the change needs of society. an advantage is that greatly improved resource optimization and efficiency gained through the use of shared infrastructure. at universities , work load fluctuates. throughout the year and now cloud environment will help stabilize services during the periods of fluctuation. During peak times of undergraduate registration a temporal surge in the work load experienced, now those have ability to add additional resources in order to process all registration property. Shifting to private cloud approach has enabled university not only to achieve improved system efficiency and stability but it also makes university ecofriendly place. university will be reduces to the no. of physical services by 60%.
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